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Hippocampal place-cell sequences depict
future paths to remembered goals
Brad E. Pfeiffer1 & David J. Foster1

Effective navigation requires planning extended routes to remembered goal locations. Hippocampal place cells have
been proposed to have a role in navigational planning, but direct evidence has been lacking. Here we show that before
goal-directed navigation in an open arena, the rat hippocampus generates brief sequences encoding spatial trajectories
strongly biased to progress from the subject’s current location to a known goal location. These sequences predict
immediate future behaviour, even in cases in which the specific combination of start and goal locations is novel. These
results indicate that hippocampal sequence events characterized previously in linearly constrained environments as
‘replay’ are also capable of supporting a goal-directed, trajectory-finding mechanism, which identifies important
places and relevant behavioural paths, at specific times when memory retrieval is required, and in a manner that could
be used to control subsequent navigational behaviour.

A fundamental purpose of memory lies in using previous experience
to inform current choices, directing behaviour towards reward and
away from negative consequences based on knowledge of prior out-
comes in similar situations. Goal-directed spatial navigation—planning
extended routes to remembered locations—requires both memory of
the goal location andknowledge of the intervening terrain todetermine
an efficient and safe path. The hippocampus has long been known to
have a critical role in spatialmemory1,2 andmemory for events3,4, and it
has been proposed that the hippocampusmay have a fundamental role
in calculating routes to goals, especially under conditions demanding
behavioural flexibility1,5–8. This proposal stems largely from the dis-
covery that excitatory neurons of the hippocampus show spatially
localized place responses during exploration1. However, it has been a
challenge to understand how individual place responses tied to the
current location might be informative about other locations that the
animal cares about, such as the remembered goal9, or the set of loca-
tions defining a route10,11.
Techniques to record simultaneously from multiple hippocampal

place cells12 have been used to show that place cells systematically
represent positions other than the current location. The early discov-
ery of phase precession of place-cell spikes relative to theta frequency
oscillations in the local field potential13 led to the hypothesis that place
cells fire in sequences within a theta cycle, and thus represent places
behind or ahead of the animal14–16. Theta sequences have since been
demonstrated experimentally across place-cell populations17. Also
during theta, place-cell activity seems to ‘sweep’ ahead of an animal
located at a choice point18, leading to the hypothesis that such activity
could support the evaluation of alternatives during decision making19.
A separate group of phenomena termed ‘replay’ has been found during
sleep20,21 and non-exploratory awake periods22, and is associated with
sharp-wave-ripple (SWR) events in the hippocampal local field poten-
tial (with the sole exception of replay during rapid eye movement
sleep20). In replay, simultaneously recorded populations of place cells
show reactivation of temporal sequences reflecting prior behavioural
trajectories up to 10-m long23. Although these forms of non-local
activity are now well established17,23–26, it has proven difficult to estab-
lish a predictive relationship between non-local place-cell activity and
behaviour18,26, because of the twofold technical problem of ensuring

adequate behavioural sampling of the environment while recording
from sufficient numbers of place cells. Thus it remains unknown
whether non-local place-cell activity can specify remembered goals,
or define specific routes that the animal will take.

Depiction of two-dimensional trajectories
We recorded from hippocampal neurons while rats performed a spa-
tial memory task, using the statistical power of an open-field design in
which the goal was one of 36 clearly separated locations within a
2m3 2m arena (Fig. 1a). We addressed the sampling problem by
combining random foraging and goal-directed behaviour, and by
implanting miniaturized lightweight microdrives supporting 40 inde-
pendently adjustable tetrodes, with 20 tetrodes targeted to each dorsal
hippocampal area CA1 (Supplementary Fig. 1), to record simul-
taneously from up to 250 hippocampal neurons with well-defined
place fields. Our task, incorporating elements from previous task
designs9,27–29, was composed of trials each consisting of two phases:
in phase one, the rat was required to forage to obtain reward (liquid
chocolate) in an unknown location (Random). In phase two, the rat
could obtain reward in a predictable reward location (Home). The
transition to the next phase or trial was automatic upon consum-
mation of the reward, and was not signalled to the animal. The task
incorporated several features. First, because the shortest routes in
phase one and two were matched, it was determined that animals
could remember Home, but could not detect Random locations,
because latencies and path lengths were significantly shorter for
Home-bound trajectories (Fig. 1b–d). Second, the Home location
was moved to a new location each day. Thus, animals were required
to learn a new goal location, demanding a flexible behavioural res-
ponse that was more likely to engage the hippocampus than a fixed
reference-memory response27,30,31. Third, for the first 19 trials of each
day, the Random locations were non-repeating. Hence during this
period, everyHome-bound trajectorywas always a novel combination
of current location and goal location. Thus, our task probed both
memory for the goal location and flexible planning of a novel route
to get there.
We implanted four well-trained rat subjects with the 40-tetrode

microdrive for electrophysiological recording. Large numbers of
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✤ Hippocampus place cells
✤ Represents animal location

✤ Firing with respect to theta rhythm: theta sequences

✤ Place cells replay
✤ Sequences of place cells reactivations. Correspond to prior behavioural 

trajectories.

✤ During sleep and non-exploratory awake periods. Associated with Sharp-wave 
ripple events in LFP.

✤ What are they used for?
✤ Remember goal? Past experiences? Define new routes?

Brad E. Pfeiffer & David J. Foster
“Hippocampal place-cell sequences depict future paths to remembered goals”

Nature, April 2013
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Task
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✤ Rats foraging for rewards
✤ 2 phases:

✤ Reward at Random location
✤ Reward at Home location

✤ Home kept fixed per day
✤ Many trials, alternate Random/

Home/Random/Home/etc
✤ Implant 4 rats with 40-

tetrode microdrive.
✤ Record around 150-200 units.
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Behaviour
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Place fields
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✤ Place cells
✤ Smooth histograms 

(2cm bins, 4cm 
gaussian kernel)

✤ Restrict to 
movements 
> 5cm/s
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Place fields
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✤ Bayesian 
decoding
✤ Poisson likelihood, 

independent units, 
using estimated 
tuning curves

✤ Time constants:
✤ 250ms behaviour
✤ 20ms events
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Events analysis
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Events over-represent Home
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✤ Home-event: initiated while at Home
✤ Expected initiation bias.
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Events reflect future behaviour
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Conclusion
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✤ Observed hippocampal trajectory sequences predicting future 
behaviour

✤ Over-representation of goal location

✤ Indications for role of hippocampus in planning

✤ Flexible cognitive map?

✤ Substrate for inference?
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The End

✤ Questions?

✤ References:
✤ Pfeiffer, B. E., & Foster, D. J. (2013). Hippocampal place-cell sequences depict future paths to remembered 

goals. Nature.
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✤ Supplementary slides
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Events over-represent relevant locations
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Events reflect future behaviour
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✤ Events reflect current goal, depending on task
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